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The much-awaited annual college days and gathering, "Anubhuti," took place from January 

16th to January 19th 2024, spanning four days filled with exhilarating events, vibrant 

performances, and memorable experiences. As the most anticipated event on the college 

calendar, Anubhuti brought together students, faculty, and staff in a celebration of talent, 

creativity, and community spirit. Organized under the esteemed guidance of Principal Dr. R.P. 

Kuchekar and Prof. Dr. Deepak Powdel, the event was meticulously planned and executed by 

the Student Council, led by General Secretary Paras Fursule and Secretary Akansha 

Khandekar. Anubhuti emerged as a beacon of excitement and cultural enrichment for the 

college students, offering a platform for showcasing talent and fostering community spirit. 

Film Flash Day marked the vibrant beginning of Anubhuti, with the Principal, Dr. R.P. 

Kuchekar, inaugurating the event with his inspiring words. The day was packed with 

excitement, featuring a thrilling mono act competition where students showcased their talents. 

Engaging band performances and lively flash mobs kept everyone entertained throughout the 

event. The festivities came to a close with students hitting the dance floor, adding a joyful finale 

to the day's celebrations. 

On Traditional Day, the campus came alive with a burst of vibrant colors as students adorned 

themselves in traditional attire, adding to the festive atmosphere. The day commenced with the 

traditional Dhol Tasha Pujan, a symbolic ritual that set the tone for the cultural festivities. 

Following the pujan, students showcased traditional arts like Lathi Kathi and Talwar Baji, 

captivating the audience with their skills and cultural heritage. 

The highlight of the event was undoubtedly the energetic performance by the Dhol Tasha team, 

led by Ruturaj Gharmode and Tejas Karande. Their rhythmic beats filled the air, infusing 

everyone with energy and enthusiasm. The infectious rhythm had everyone, including the 

teachers, tapping their feet and joining in the celebration. As the performance ended, students 

and faculty alike came together for a lively dance, concluding Traditional Day on a high note 

of unity and joy. 

The third day of Anubhuti began with the inauguration ceremony, featuring the hoisting of the 

flag, followed by an energetic opening dance performance by Isha Khobragade. This year, 

Anubhuti offered a diverse range of competitions, including Nritya Sangam, Kokare Karandak, 



Not Out, Aakriti, Heena Harmony, Rangresha, Quizzopia, Check-Mate, Pratibimb, 

Kavyakushal, Kalaadarpan, Dhvani, and Saptasur. 

This year, the Student Council introduced several new competitions like Not out, Check-Mate, 

Aakriti, Pratibimb, Kavyakushal all of which received tremendous success. With over 600 

registrations across all competitions, the response to Anubhuti was overwhelming. 

The day culminated with the highly anticipated BMCC Musical Fest, where talented alumni 

and current college students delivered captivating performances. Their stellar showcases 

underscored the depth of talent within the BMCC community, leaving a lasting impression on 

all attendees. Secretary Akansha Khandekar delivered a closing address, expressing gratitude 

to all participants, volunteers, and attendees for their contributions in making day 3 of Anubhuti 

a memorable success.  

On the fourth and final day, the day began with exciting games like cricket and musical chairs 

for both teaching and non-teaching staff. As the day unfolded, the final rounds of all events 

took center stage, with Kokare Karandak drawing a massive audience, making it one of the 

most attended events of Anubhuti 2024. 

Additionally, a prize distribution ceremony was held to honor the participants of all 

competitions, adding a sense of recognition and accomplishment to the event. 

The most anticipated event of the day was the Mr. and Miss BMCC Personality Competition 

2024, featuring guest judges Miss Aditi Dravid and CS Gaurav Pingle. Contestants showcased 

their talents in various rounds, including talent, quiz, and question-answer round. The crowning 

moments arrived as Manav Shinde won the title of Mr. BMCC 2024 and Swarali Nerlekar won 

the title of Miss BMCC 2024. 

As Anubhuti came to a close, General Secretary Paras Fursule delivered a heartfelt closing 

address, expressing gratitude to the teachers, council members, and volunteers for their tireless 

efforts in ensuring the event's success. Anubhuti left behind cherished memories for everyone 

involved, marking yet another unforgettable chapter in the annals of BMCC's history 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 


